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BACKGROUND 

In response to the 2018 UBCM resolution, AMBC is on a mission to develop a common communications 

approach to enhance asset management practices and develop a communications strategy for the 

AMBC Partners (MMAH, UBCM, LGMA, GFOABC, PIBC, PWABC, CIvicInfo, MIABC, & BCWWA).  

The initial step is to identify what local governments would find useful before embarking on a course of 

action. To that end, AMBC has been seeking input from elected representatives at the 2019 UBCM 

conference, as well as local government staff at the 2019 AMBC conference. 

At the recent AMBC conference, a ‘table talk’ workshop was held to glean insights on both the barriers 

and the opportunities related to communicating asset management.  

This report collates and summarizes the responses to both questions asked during this interactive 

workshop.  

In addition, this report includes the highlights identified at the AMBC reception at the UBCM Conference 

(Come for a Drink and Share What you Think), where elected representative where asked what AMBC 

can do to help them better communicate about asset management for sustainable service delivery. The 

responses where very similar to the findings in Question #2 and these similarities are marked in yellow 

highlight in Question #2 below.   

Overall, this summary will better inform future decisions about allocating resources to develop materials 

that can be used by BC’s local governments and First Nations to communicate about asset management 

for sustainable service delivery. 

 

PART ONE: IDENTIFYING BARRIERS 

Question #1: What’s giving you grief? The following data was gathered in response to this question to 

probe the barriers to communicating: 

When it comes to communicating about the need to manage our assets so we can sustainably 

deliver services now and into the future, what is giving you grief? 

Number of Responses: Individual exercise, 102 responses 

received 

Method Used: Delegates recorded their observation individually 

on a single file card. Next, they were instructed to share their 

comment with another person, after which they were to trade 

cards and repeat, and to have at least three conversations. As a 

plenary, delegates were then asked to share examples of what 

they had heard. The following information has been grouped 

according to themes that emerged. They are listed in order of 

number of responses, with the most common first. 
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Summary of Findings: What’s giving you grief 

Council/Board 

• Don’t understand it 
• Don’t act on advice 
• Don’t want to act on advice 
• Have a short-term view (election cycle) 
• Take popular or ‘squeaky wheel’ point of view 
• Distracted by concept that ‘all growth is good’ 
• Some local governments do get it and have implemented investment levies to support AM 
 

Communications and Messaging 
• Lack of common language leads to misunderstanding 
• Lack of positive key messages, e.g. investment vs. taxes 
• No common key messages ‘Unsure of our story so can’t communicate’ 
• Hard to communicate – complex, long-term and ‘not sexy’ 
• Don’t want to be seen as anti-development 
• Challenged by election cycle and gaps between operations, management and Council  
• Lack of understanding about what it is, how to quantify and then communicate 
• Hard to explain to community 

 
Perceptions/ Lack of Knowledge 

• Lack of understanding about what it is i.e. AM, full life-cycle costs 
• People have set ideas about need to address e.g. ‘we’ve always done it this way’ 
• Seen as competing priorities i.e. not integrated 
• Not enough training 
• Poor past practices / land use decisions 

 
Internal Support 

• Communications is an afterthought 
• Lack of internal support and leadership e.g. ‘tone from the top’ on communicating the need 

or benefits 
• Working in silos 
• Lack of buy-in e.g. getting time on the agenda or report ‘ignored’ when presented 
• Lack of common understanding of the problem e.g. disconnect between staff and Council 
• Overcoming decades of ‘blissful ignorance’ 

 
Capacity: People, Data, Funding  

• Not enough time, people and money to: 
• Develop AM plans 
• Collect data 
• Do communications 

• Hard to justify cost e.g. natural assets  
• Lack guaranteed source of funding e.g. asset renewal 
• Limited budgets, lack of reserve funds, cost of deferred maintenance 
• Lack of data and lack of easy-to-understand data 
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PART TWO: IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES 

Question #2: How can we help? In the second half of the workshop, delegates were asked to identify:  

What would help you better communicate with your Council/Board, CAO & staff and the 

community about managing assets for sustainable service delivery? 

Number of Responses: Small group exercise, 25 completed worksheets. Individual exercise at reception 

using dotmocracy.  

Method Used: Working in small groups, delegates discussed ideas and 

recorded them on a worksheet. Following the workshop, the ideas were 

summarized onto flipcharts and displayed at the evening reception. 

During the reception, delegates were given dots to place by their 

preferred idea.  

The following is a summary of the feedback received. The numbers in 

brackets are the number of dots placed by each idea during the 

dotmocracy exercise and may provide a snapshot of some of the more 

popular ideas. 

Note: Preferences identified by respondents to similar questions asked of elected representatives at the 

UBCM convention are identified below using yellow highlight. The highlights were the same. 

Summary of Findings: How can we help? 

CAO and Staff 

Education and Training (23) 
• Training and materials for all departments, all staff (1) 

• By department (6) 
• By level of experience (2) 

• More primers 
• CAO presentation to staff (1) 
• Conferences 
• Asset management 101/ MATI for asset management (9) 
• Make it mandatory  
• Training on how to do communications and engagement (4) 

• Best practices for engaging stakeholders and youth 
 
Messaging (19)  
• Define a common language: clear, simple, positive (10) 
• Use consistently  
• Define key messages: what is AM? Risks? Benefits? (4) 
• Define Level of Service (4) 
• Relate budget to assets (1) 
• No buzzwords or jargon  (1) 
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Tools and Ideas for Internal Communications (21) 
• Provide case studies and examples (5) 
• Posters to increase awareness with staff e.g. “The Rules We Live By,” Lacombe, AB; “My role 

in asset management” (2) 
• Special events (e.g. Day in the life of …), awards, celebrations (2) 
• Stats and facts (2) 
• Better internal alignment to foster communications  

• Consult with staff  
• Staff champions and ambassadors (6) 
• Working groups, with rotating memberships (1) 
• Regular meetings 
• Policies and procedures (3) 

 
Council  

Support (29) 
• Access to communication experts (3) 
• Outside experts to speak to council (4) 
• Identify AM champions (4) 
• Coaching for courageous conversations (2) 
• Grants should go to those who are investing in AM, don't reward bad behavior (16) 
 
Education and Training (17) 
• More UBCM presentations (3) 
• LOS Definitions (2) 
• Sustainability charts and games (1) 
• Gamify exercises to demonstrate consequences (3) 
• Interactive games to demonstrate the benefits of AM (1) 
• Clear, concise data to demonstrate condition assessments 
• Demonstrate downside of under-resourcing, underinvesting (3) 
• Orientation training tools (4) 

• Council tours 
• Lunch and learns 

 
Tools (21) 
• Visuals (13) 

• Infographics using data  
• Presentation material  
• Story Maps 
• Videos - expand FCM video 

• Benchmarking tools (3) 
• Business case tools  
• LOS tools (5) 

 
Messaging (32) 
• Simple, jargon free, non-technical language (5) 
• Link services to assets  (4) 
• Link LOS to cost (11) 
• Link services to community values (3) 
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• Common language (3) 
• Use the word “invest” (5) 
• Positive language (1) 

 
Process (12) 
• Report templates that include AM and LOS (9) 
• AM committee (1) 
• Policy with proactive language (2) 

 
Community 
 

Tools (34) 
• Standard set of facts and stats (4) 
• Videos for website, social media (4) 
• Social media posts (8) 
• Photo bank with graphics and icons (6) 
• Standard flyers and handouts  
• Ads and news releases e. g. seasonal (5) 
• Tech tools like citizen budget slider  
• Provide citizen access to info (7) 
 
Special Events (17) 
• ‘How to’ guides, materials e.g. How to talk about LOS (5) 
• Special days and events: (12) 

• #Pothole day  
• Simulated outages day  
• Community wide discussions with speakers (Christina and Jan) 
• Barbecue at the wastewater treatment facility 

 
Messaging (20) 
• Common language (10) 
• Key messages: (10) 

• Investment versus taxes 
• Where dollars go  
• True cost 
• No jargon  
• Local stories  
• Consequences and benefits  

 
Ideas for Engaging, Informing, and Seeking Feedback (10) 
• Neighborhood working groups (2) 
• Citizen asset management survey (1) 
• Direct mail 
• Word of mouth  
• Open houses  
• Creating champions (5) 
• Share good news stories e.g. local stories, stories about our people (employees) (1) 

• Use regular channels of communications (1) 


